Runic echoes permeate saga literature; the runes of divine origin, rúnar reginkunnar, of the Sparlösa and Noleby stones recur in Hávamál, while the evocative Swedish Skarpåker runestone (Jörd skal rifna ok upphiminn) or the Danish Ribe stick (Jörd bið ek uardø ak upphiminn) are strongly reminiscent of Germanic poetry (cf. Jansson 1987: 140f.). References to elves and trolls, and even invocations to pagan deities occur in medieval runic inscriptions, attesting to a continuing appreciation of Norse legends (Liestøl 1964: 37; Hagland 1994: 132), while runic poetry in the metres of dróttkvætt, hrynhenda, ljóðahátttr and galdralag testify to the continuance of the scaldic and eddic literary tradition. There are several runic inscriptions reminiscent of poems known from the Edda or other Norse literature (Liestøl 1964: 29ff.) and, more significantly, fragments of identifiable Norse poetry recur among the medieval runic inscriptions.¹ The runic corroboration of saga verse is an important historical record of the survival of this literary tradition. From Trondheim comes a rune-stick (A 142)

¹ These include B 249, containing part of a lausavísa in dróttkvætt, Gamanvísur, known from three manuscripts and attributed to the Norwegian king Haraldr Harðráði (cf. Seim 1986: 30f). The opening three words are found on a further Bergen stick, N 606.
bearing a paraphrase of a verse by the greatest of all Icelandic skalds, the incomparable Egill Skallagrímsson. This text closely resembles Egill’s poetic tirade against incompetent rune-carvers (Knírk 1994).

In some respects, the Trondheim stick is hardly unique in containing the runic approximation of a poem known from other sources: the same kind of familiarity is demonstrated by the close correspondence between some runestones and manuscript texts. Nevertheless, snatches of poetry familiar from the sagas and also recorded in runic inscriptions provide a sort of evidence very different to the use of runes in saga literature.2

Two parallel texts known from runic records as well as manuscript sources are of particular interest to my talk today. The runes of the recurrent mistil curse featured in the saga of Bósi and Herrauð, and the launstafir deprecated by the ubiquitous Egill in his saga came to my attention through my interest in runic ligatures or bind-runes, which have often been regarded as runes of magical property (MacLeod 1999: 38; 122f.; 225f.). My doctoral thesis disputes this assertion, which rests on flimsy evidence from different runic periods, primarily the modern one. Nevertheless, saga evidence is also sometimes invoked to equate bind-runes or monograms with the practice of runic sorcery, and it is this material which I should like to consider today. Is there any evidence from the sagas of the practice of using galdrastafir or any kinds of magical runic monograms?

The magical rune-like glyphs attested in late medieval Icelandic charms are often termed galdrastafir or bandrúnir.3 Their use is sometimes traced back to early runic monograms or simple bind-runes,4 but this is tenuous in the extreme, as is any real connection with runic writing. Nevertheless, there are at least three instances sometimes adduced as written evidence of the magical manipulation of bind-runes. These are found in Egils saga Skallagrímssonar, the saga of the warrior-poet Egill Skallagrímsson, Bósa saga ok Herrauðs, the saga of the foster-brothers Bósi and Herrauð, and from the eddic poem Skírnismál.

I do not intend to consider this last here, as it is neatly excluded by my title, ‘Runes in Sagas’.5 The idea that runic monograms were employed for magical

---

2 They may show the recording of verses transcribed hundreds of years after their original composition (cf. Seim 1986: 35f.) or nearly contemporary with the saga in which they are found but probably based on sources older than the familiar saga composition (cf. Knírk 1994: 418f.).

3 examples in Magnusen (1841: 164); Árnason (1862: 445ff.); Davíðsson (1903: 279ff.); Kálund (1907: 367f.); Olrik (1918: 32ff.); Lindqvist (1921: 4ff.).

4 refs in MacLeod (1999: 38, 123, 399).

5 A wealth of runic erudition has nevertheless been expended upon Skírnismál verse XXXVI, the meaning of whose purs ríst ek þér ok þríð stafi, ergi ok æði ok ópola will probably never be resolved to general satisfaction. Suffice it to say, the interpretation of the þríð stafi as complicated bind-runes is somewhat far-fetched, and the connection of this passage with runes has even been cast into doubt by Bærksted (1952: 75f.). Early runic scholars (e.g. Magnusen 1841: 138; Lüning 1859: 237, n. 26) believed that Purs referred to the rune þ (named Purs in the Scandinavian rune
purposes seems then to find most support in the short saga of Bósi and Herrauð. In the fifth chapter of this romantic tale which probably dates from the fourteenth century, Bósi’s foster-mother Busla utters a long curse upon King Hríngr of East Götlaland, culminating in the powerful *syrpuvers* which may not be recited after sunset. This ends with the exhortation to interpret the names of six men (*seggir sex*): *Seg þú mér nófn þeira öll óbundin*, ‘Tell me all their names unbound’. The thirty-six runes which occur in the three medieval manuscripts of the tale are simple runes, not bind-runes, viz

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{R.} & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } \\\n\text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } \\\n\text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } & \text{ stopwatch } \\\n\end{array}
\]

which might be interpreted as the confused beginning of a *fútak* (Jónsson 1910: 289; Moltke 1936-7: 256, DR col. 814; Bæksted 1942: 218) or as the runic *rad þú mik* (both discounted by Thompson 1978: 51). In any case, the opening runes are clearly followed by an encoded ‘istil’ (see Thompson 1978: 51ff., who reads a rhyming formula of ‘sonorous nonsense’: *ristil, oistil, pistil, kistil, mistil, and uistil*), paralleled by the ‘tistill, mistill’ formula known from several earlier runic inscriptions (see appendix). As is clear from the context, it is the words formed by the runes rather than the characters themselves which must be unbound or deciphered and the formulation originally has no association with bind-runes. Comparison with the runic monograms of other medieval inscriptions is not justified; only in one post-Reformation paper manuscript from the eighteenth century (Lbs 423 fol. x, cf. Heizmann 1998: 519) do we find actual runic monograms illustrating six names (mainly Óðinsethi, e.g. Fjölner, Feingur, Páundur, Peckur, as well as Freyr and Frýmur etc., which do not occur in the original text). This text is anomalous in many respects, not least because it renders the entire Buslaben in runes and

---

6 Whether the essentials of the saga are derived from Norse tradition (Jiriczek 1893), French romance (cf. Schröder 1928) or High German epic poetry (Haggerty Krappe 1928), the motif of the step-mother threatening with runes remains unparalleled.


8 Olsen (NýR 3: 58) compares the task of the saga reader with that faced by the decipherer of a runic cryptogram in Storhedder, Norway: “Han skulde jo vikle de tre ‘bundne’ runer ut av binderunen og vise dem frem ‘alle ubundne’ ”. 
complements it with several other curse formulae (Heizmann 1998: 520).

Thus this example of ‘magical bind-runes’ finds no support in the actual texts; instead, runic monograms were added at a later date, presumably to illustrate the text when it was no longer understood that the unbinding referred to a transposition of runes. The modern idea of ‘unbinding the runes’ seems to be based on a conflation of the original idea of unbinding the runic anagram, and the much later puzzle requiring the resolving of runic monograms. The original story contained no reference to bind-runes whatsoever.9

The ‘istil’ formula encoded here and on several runic inscriptions throughout mainland Scandinavia has been fully dealt with elsewhere (Thompson 1978). The hag Busla’s lengthy curse, the so-called ‘Buslabæn’ might be compared with that of Freyr’s emissary Skírnis in the afore-mentioned Škίrnismål, which also climaxes with a somewhat obscure runic threat which has been interpreted in a variety of ways. Ellis (1943: 180) has pointed out that the form of the two curses is similar, invoking physical misery, mental anguish, sterility, an appeal to supernatural powers and finally runes. With the production of the ultimate runic trump-card, both of these threats become effective: the king agrees to spare the life of Busla’s step-son Bósi, and Gerðr also yields to Skírnis’s entreaties and curses, agreeing to surrender her love to the god Freyr. Clunies Ross (1994: 139, n. 34) suggests that Skírnis’s curse (comprising bribe, threat and imprecation, here involving sorcery) shows what may be a conventional tri-partite structure, and suggests parallels in Saxo’s work. Also obvious are syntactical similarities with a fourteenth-century Bergen runic verse with echoes of several Eddic poems (cf. Liestøl 1964: 41ff.). Busla’s curse is menacing and effective, but it certainly does not evidence any use of galdrastafir or bandrúnir.

The next instance of bind-rune enchantment is sometimes supposed to be found in Egill Skallagrímsson’s saga. This monumental work is set in the tenth century, although it was written down in early thirteenth-century Iceland, in all likelihood by the indefatigable Snorri Sturluson. The pagan hero Egill is a rather unlikeable, but undeniably heroic, saga prototype, often identified with an ‘Óðinn figure’, and his runic powers can be linked to this connection, as can his military and poetic ability.

There are several examples of runic magic in Egill’s saga, but I shall begin by examining the one that is often regarded as evidencing magical manipulation of bind-runes. In this episode in chapter LXXII of the saga, Egill arrives at the sick bed of Helga, a Värmland peasant girl who is suffering from vanmáttar and

---

9 Similarly metaphoric descriptions of ‘unbinding’ runes can be found in Beowulf 501, where Unferðis said to have ‘unbound’ the runes of war (onband headurune). Bede also, in his Historia Ecclesiastica (IV: 22), refers to ‘loosening runes’ (litteræ solutoriae, alysendelcan rune): here also the context makes it clear that it is not bind-runes in the sense of runic ligatures which are being referred to but runes or magic spells which cause fetters to fall off (cf. also Grögaldr st. 10 and Hávamál st. 149 for bond-breaking magic).
has lost her mind, bewitched by misapplied runic spells. A local lad, trying to win the love of the maiden, had carved runes to this effect on a piece of whale-bone placed in the girl’s bed, but erroneously, so that they instead cause the girl’s illness to worsen. Egill quickly grasps the situation and realises that the runes have been written wrongly. He burns the bone and lays a new, beneficial inscription under her pillow. In other words, he fixes the spell, and the grateful girl recovers swiftly.

In this instance, Egill rails against runic incompetents, describing ten secret staves carved on the runic spell on the bone:

Skalat maðr rúnar rísta,
 nema ræða vel kunni,
 þat verðr mörgum manni,
 es of myrkvan staf villisk;
 sák á telgðu talknì,
 tíu launstafi rístna,
 þat hefr lauka lindi,
 langs ofträga fengit. ¹⁰

The compound launstafir used to describe the runes does not, to the best of my knowledge, recur in saga literature. Its meaning thus remains somewhat obscure, although ‘secret runes’ need hardly imply monogram runes.¹¹ The expression launstafir is in all likelihood a poetic compound spontaneously coined to alliterate with lauka, lindi and langs in the following lines. Nor have the several other compounds with –stafir in Norse literature (liknstafir, herstafir, blundstafir, feiknstafir, hölstafir, flæðarstafir, lastastafir, meinstafir, leiðstafir, kveinstafir, refs in Bæksted 1952: 70) been singled out as evidencing magical monograms. In any case, the importance of this incident is unlikely to be a preoccupation with runic imprecation. Rather, it shows Egill in his familiar guise of rune-master, i.e. ingenious conquering hero. The ‘secret’ of runic writing is something mastered by few of Egill’s contemporaries; those with limited competence are usually not sufficiently skilled to avoid botching the message. It seems that in the saga society, few are fullrœninn.

There is simply no need to associate the nonce word launstafir with magical bind-runes: it is clear that the view of Egill’s healing powers as evidencing the magical manipulation of bind-runes rests on no solid foundations whatsoever. The runes or staves are necessarily ‘secret’ if most do not understand how to carve them, and, as Dillman (1996: 55) points out, the masculine stafir, ‘stave’ could also signify ‘word’ or even ‘lore’, so the expression could in fact apply to

¹⁰ Knirk (1994: 418f.) argues that the second half-stanza of this poem was created by the saga writer while the first half is a re-working of an older poem.
ten secret words. Similarly, the significance of the number 10 in erotic runemagic promoted by Olsen (1909) is discredited by Bæksted (1952: 195ff.).

The Värmland expedition is commonly regarded as an incredible adventure thought up by the saga writer who was probably influenced by similar romantic tales or motifs (e.g. de Vries 1967: 344; 347 note 26; Einarson 1975: 265). Einarson (1975: 259ff.) points out some inconsistencies in the runic episode, and also finds some rather forced similarities between this incident and the evangelists’ description of Jesus’ healing of the daughter of the synagogue ruler Jairus (Mark V, 21-43; Luke VIII, 41-56).

If the other celebrated examples of rune-magic in this saga are examined, it becomes clear that Egill’s author has used runes as a kind of literary motif, an attribute appropriate to a conquering hero. The fantastic practices of rune-magic encountered in the saga serve more to illuminate the imagined qualities of the warrior protagonist, who can extract himself and others from seemingly impossible situations, rather than to cast any light on traditional practices involving secret rune-staves.

The most vivid description of runic sorcery is Egill’s discovery of poison in a drink intended for him, by carving runes reddened with his own blood:

Egill brá þa kníﬁ sínum ok stakk í lófa sér; hann tók vi› horninu ok reist á rúnar ok rei› á bló›inu. Hann kva›:

Rístum rún á horni,  
þjóðum spjöll í dreyra,  
þau velk orb til eyrna  
öðs dyrs viðar röla;  
drekkum veig sem viljum  
vel glýjaðra þýja,  
vitum, hvé oss of eiri  
öl, þats Bár›r signði.

Hornit sprakk í sundr, en drykkrim för niðr í hálm. (Egill XLIV).

The ‘magic’ runes cause the drinking vessel to shatter and the poison to escape. The episode is clearly fictitious, unless one imagines a prosaic, and somewhat far-fetched, explanation whereby the actual carving of runes caused the horn to break and spill the drink contained therein. Dramatic as the incident is, it would

---

12 These are sometimes further compared (e.g. Magnusen 1841: 166f.; Thorsen 1877: 34; Jónsson 1910: 298) with the indecipherable stafkarla-letr encountered by Snorri in Sturlunga Saga (II, 241); here, as with Egill’s launstafir, the supposition seems to have arisen from the uncertainty surrounding the interpretation of the word stafkarla-letr, cf. Cleasby-Vigfusson (1857: 586), ‘a kind of Runic letters’. The term is applied to various types of coded runes from a much later period (Thorsen 1877: 35, n. 37; Snædal 1998: 27).

13 Einarson (1975: 259f.) believes that the runic episode illustrates a change of mind by the saga writer in the meaning of the runes written by the local. On Egill’s return, he is informed that the whalebone runes were carved by the boy to make the girl fall in love with him rather than to effect her recovery (chap LXXVI). Einarson (1975: 260) also points out the inconsistency in having a girl described as ‘hamstoli’ talk with Egill (in a reasonable manner, presumably) before his erasure of the offending runes, whereupon ‘henni þotti sem hon vaknaði ör svefní’.

---
be far more exciting if Egill’s runic exploits involved carving a tombstone for a fallen kinsman, or scribbling down an order for salt – something (anything!) which could not so easily be dismissed as a literary fraud. The modern reader who does not subscribe to the school of thought which regards runes as small pebbles for solving life’s dilemmas and forecasting the future will appreciate that carving runes on a drinking horn (a use that is only attested with thoroughly mundane owner inscriptions from the medieval period) would hardly lead to the shattering effects described above.

The motif of colouring runes with one’s own blood recurs in other early Norse literature (cf. Dillman 1996: 66ff.), and the Eddic Gudrúnarkviða II even mentions a horn with ‘reddened’ runes.\(^{14}\) It is also worth noting that many episodes and characters from Egill’s saga find close parallels in contemporary Icelandic literature (see especially Einarsson 1975, passim). Einarsson (1975: 174ff.) notes several correspondences between this hostile drinking competition and a similar set of circumstances encountered by Orkneyinga saga’s Sveinn Ásleifarsun when he attends a royal feast.\(^{15}\) But even outside the Scandinavian spectrum parallels may be found. Boyer (1973: 18f.) suggests that Egill’s rune-carving on the horn is borrowed from a similar story in the Dialogues of Pope Gregory the Great, one of the most influential authors of the Middle Ages and certainly known in Iceland (Turville-Petre 1975: 135ff.). Several motives taken from these moral tales were re-used in Norse literature, and Boyer regards the situation where Egill engraves runes on the fateful horn as a conscious imitation of the miraculous tale of St. Benedict in Gregory’s dialogues (II: 3): upon being offered a bottle of poisoned wine, Benedict makes the sign of the cross, whereupon the bottle shatters into pieces.\(^{16}\) The resemblance between the stories is clear and it does indeed seem as if runes have replaced the cross in the Icelandic version of the tale.\(^{17}\)

The other instances of runic imprecation in Egill’s saga can be covered more swiftly. Níð, i.e. “gross insults of a symbolic kind” (Meulengracht Sørensen 1983: 32), was proscribed by Icelandic law, and in the celebrated incident in chapter LVII of Egill’s saga, Egill defiantly sets up a hazel pole topped with a decapitated horse head and pronounces a curse, which he subsequently records in runes on the pole, on Eiríkr blóðøx and his wife

---

\(^{14}\) These also occur epigraphically. ‘Ólrúnar’ and other magic runes associated with drinking-horns are also mentioned in Sigrdrifumál (cf. Bæksted 1952: 64ff.).

\(^{15}\) Einarson (1975: 176, n. 7) notes a further analogy in Flateyjarbók (III, 272) where King Magús góði escapes death from Queen Alfífa’s poisoned drink by first offering it to the unlucky King Knútr.

\(^{16}\) A further similarity between a later episode involving Egill and saint Benedict is noted by Nordal (IF II 183, n. 1).

\(^{17}\) Much as the ægishjalmr replaced the cross in certain Icelandic spells (cf. Lindqvist 1921: 46, n. 4).
Gunnhildr.\(^\text{18}\) Egill’s raising of a rune-inscribed níð pole with a defamatory message is another standard literary device, closely paralleled in at least one other saga (\textit{Vatnsdælasaga} XXXIV), while timber níð of a somewhat different kind, without verse or runes, is also a feature of several other sagas.\(^\text{19}\)

The most credible use of runes seems to occur in chapter LXXVIII of Egill’s saga with the recording by Egill’s daughter Þórarinnr of the celebrated poem \textit{Sonatorrek} on a rune-stick, as a palliative remedy to alleviate Egill’s despair at the death of his son Böðvarr: “svá at þú mættir yrkja erfikvæði eptir Böðvar, en ek mun rísta á kefli”. Such use of runes is often regarded as anachronistic (e.g. Jónsson 1910: 292) and although it used to be thought that the runic descriptions prominent in the sagas predated the actual using of runes by Icelanders, this thesis, with the recent discovery of the tenth or eleventh century runic tablet from Viðey, has been disproved (Snædal 1998: 17f.). The act of writing poetry on rune-sticks is also recorded in \textit{Grettis saga Ásmundarsonar} (chap LXII) of the hero Grettir and the half-giant Hallmundr; this last, like Egill, dictates his poem to his daughter who records it on a rune-stick.\(^\text{20}\)

It seems most likely that Egill’s saga employs runes primarily as literary devices, regarding them as attributes fit for heroes. They have the stamp of the unfamiliar, the exotic, which is hardly unexpected when they were probably not widely used in Iceland at this time. Egill, it may be noted, is not described using runes to mark his possessions or to order wares, but to deal with well-nigh impossible situations. Runes here function in much the same way as the magic spider-webs or bat-mobiles employed by modern comic-book super-heroes to defeat seemingly impossible odds.\(^\text{21}\) It is also notable that Busla’s curse similarly invokes runes only as a last recourse, after she has threatened elves, trolls, goblins, giants etc.; the same situation is manifested in \textit{Skírnismál}.

It is perhaps worth remembering Barnes’ ‘runological health warning’ pertaining to the reliability of runic tradition deriving from Iceland.\(^\text{22}\) It is also noteworthy that the most celebrated runic events of Egill’s saga take place

\(^{18}\) On speculations concerning this runic curse, cf. ÍF II: xviii f.

\(^{19}\) cf. ÍF p. 171, n. 1; Bæksted (1952: 207, who makes a further comparison with Saxo). Nordal (loc. cit.) also compares Egill’s curse to \textit{ Hávamál} 155 while Meulengracht Sørensen (1983: 30f.) compares the runic níð-formula on the \textit{Vatnsdæla} pole to verbal ritual challenges occurring in other sagas. For further references to níð-poles, see Dillman (1996: 60, n. 28) or Meulengracht Sørensen (1983: 51ff.).

\(^{20}\) Other saga parallels are discussed by Bæksted (1952: 94ff.) and Dillman (1996: 60f.).

\(^{21}\) On the tendency of Norse authors to credit the poets or socially elite with runic skills, see Dillman (1996: 82f.).

\(^{22}\) Barnes (1991: 229): “A virtually runeless society is the most likely one, in my view, to have spawned notions about rune magic, gifts from Óðinn and similar objects of wonder. It is hard to imagine that the people of medieval Bergen, for example, with their two-script culture, would have taken such ideas seriously enough even to use them as literary motifs.”
outside of Iceland, where the runic tradition, as far as it existed at that time, was presumably far more prosaic. Egill’s healing of a sick girl belongs to the Swedish peasant culture of Värmland; his shattering of the poisoned horn to the court of Norway; likewise his raising of a taunting pole against King Eiríkr Bloodaxe. The sagas, which often deal comfortably and plausibly with episodes located within their home boundaries, were not averse to detailing lovesick princesses, ugly monsters and incredible events which usually took place in other Scandinavian territories (cf. Turville-Petre 1975: 230; Pálsson & Edwards 1985: 8). Egill is an Icelandic hero, but much of the saga describes his exploits abroad where his adventures are often highly unrealistic.

In any case, most of the fantastic runic episodes from Egill’s saga find parallels in other literary sources, and may be regarded as literary borrowings rather than as records of actual historical events. As literature, Egill’s saga may be a masterpiece; as a historical document it is often at variance with other written sources and, while remarkably accurate in some of its descriptions, is demonstrably false in several places (de Vries 1967: 342ff.). The runic episodes often have the air of anachronistic and unrealistic interpolations designed to enhance the hero’s prestige. The (rune-inscribed) taunting pole is a saga commonplace; the shattering of the virago’s horn is reminiscent of a foreign (Christian) miracle motif, and the healing of the damsel in distress is a further heroic embellishment, which may be modelled on a gospel story. Nor is Busla’s runic curse unique: the same runic formula recurs on runic inscriptions all through Scandinavia.

The runic episodes described in these Icelandic sagas are of literary rather than historical interest and of little help in uncovering the extent of medieval runic practices. There seems in any case little cause to regard the saga evidence as supporting any notion of the ‘magical’ properties of runic monograms. Not one concrete reference to a runic monogram or bind-rune is found in the literature. This accords well with the epigraphic evidence, where few bind-runes can be supposed to have occult significance.23 ‘Magical’ runic episodes and runic imprecations occur in the two sagas examined here, but these are not linked to magical monograms, and are in any case of such a generally outlandish nature, with runes employed as an exotic weapon, that little credence can be attached to the descriptions, which can hardly have been believed by the saga authors themselves, or their audiences.

Saga runic episodes are often patently artificial, often adapted from foreign literary motifs and describe romanticized applications of runic sorcery. Yet despite this pre-disposition towards the irrational, fantastical employment of runes, the ‘runologiske bisarrerier’ of the sagas do not involve the magical monogram binds so beloved of latter-day runologists. Neither in the literary evidence discussed here, nor in the epigraphic evidence investigated in my

thesis, is there any definite suggestion of the magical manipulation of bind-runes for occult purposes.
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Appendix: Possible references to runic monograms in saga texts

From *Bósa saga ok Herrauðs* (*Buslabæn*):

Komi hér seggir sex,
seg þú mér nöfn þeira
óll óbundin,
ek mun þér sýna:
getr þú eigi ráðit,
svá at mér rétt þykki,
þá skulu þik hundar
i hel gnaga,
en sál þín
sókkvi í viti.


Gørlev, Denmark (DR 239): Ṣjóðvé reisti stein þenna ept Óðinkár,

Ledberg, Sweden (Õg 181): Vísi/Risi setti stein þenna ept Þorgaut ë, föður
sinn ok þau Gunna bæði þmkiissstttiilll

Lomen, Norway (NIyR 75): r:þ:kiissstttiilll
Bergen, Norway: mtptkrgbiissstttiillll
Borgund, Norway (NIyR 364): *tistilmistilok-npiripjistil* (= Tistill, mistill ok, hinn þröði, þistill).

From Egils saga Skallagrímssonar (chap. LXXII):

Skalat maðr rúnar rísta,
nema råða vel kunni,
þat verðr mörgum manni,
es of myrkvan staf villisk;
sák á telgðu talkni,
tíu launstafi ristna,
þat hefr lauka lindi
langs ofræga fengit.

cf. rune-stick A 142:

Sá skyli rúnar rísta,
er råða (?) vel kunni;
þat verðr mörgum manni,
at ...
Loved this book?
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**Reeves Hall : "Asatru In Brief"**
Although there are many variations in beliefs and practices within this faith Asatruers all share a defining personal loyalty to or Troth with the gods and goddesses of the North such as Odin Thor Frigga the land wights spirits and many others a deep respect for their Germanic religious cultural and historical heritage and a strong determination to practice the moral principles followed by their predecessors. Asatruers...

**Mark Mirabello : "La Hermandad De Odin In Spanish"**
Este trabajo escrito durante lo que Herman Hesse llamo el final de los tiempos modernos apenas antes del regreso del medioevo esta disenado para los estudiantes de las religiones ocultas. El paganismo es una fuerza creciente y creo que un observador neutro debe registrar y publicar algo del material disponible sobre la Hermandad de Odin una fraternidad misteriosa que es una de las mas interesantes manifestaciones del...

**Eric Wodening : "Anglo Saxon Heathendom And Icelandic Asatru"**
The ancient Germanic peoples essentially followed the same religion. Nearly all of them appear to have worshipped the major gods known to us from Norse mythology - Odinn, PorR FreyR and so on. They also believed in many of the same spirits or wights--elves dwarves thurses and so on. They held various festivals rituals and customs in common. This is not to say that there were not differences among the tribes in their religious...

**Stephen Mitchell : "Learning Magic In The Sagas"**
The image of magic spells being taught by more seasoned practitioners to others eager to learn them comports well with what can be deduced about the actual practice of witchcraft and magic in medieval Scandinavia. For example at the conclusion of that most remarkable document on love magic jealousy and sexual intrigue from ca. 1325 De quadam lapsa in haeresin Ragnhilda Tregagaas Ragnhildr tregagas of Bergen claims that the...